MONSU CAULFIELD INC
STUDENT COUNCIL EXECUTIVE 2018
MEETING SCE 18.01

Held on 8th February 2018 at 12.17pm
Level 2 Meeting Room
S Building, Monash University (Caulfield Campus)

MINUTES

1. PREAMBLE

The MONSU Caulfield Inc. Student Council Summer Executive recognises that the traditional custodians of the Monash University (Caulfield Campus) site are the Kulin people.

Present: Ziqi Han, Yangdongxue Liu, Xinyu Yan

Apologies: Miles Stafford

Others: Lyn Nye, Amie Armstrong, Ka Ho Chung

2. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING

The previous minutes were attached in the email.

Motion SCE18.01-01
MONSU SCE moves to pass the last student council summer executive meeting minute SCSE 17/18.06.
MOVED: Xinyu Yan SECONDED: Ziqi Han
CARRIED

3. BUSINESS ARISING

4. GENERAL BUSINESS

Lyn notice to bring this to the Council meeting. For reps, we need to complete a ‘working with children check’ online. All council members have to do it.
And for the upcoming Beach Day training, there is training for sexual misconduct disclosure, workshop on what you do, how to solve it, which will be good for MONSU reps.

5. CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS

MONSU needs to engage someone to work for another two days as an events coordinator working with off-campus events.

6. OTHER BUSINESS

The club application forms were attached in the email.
6.1 Club Application – All Nations Christian Club

The committee indicates that we already have seven Christian clubs on campus. Considering the activeness of clubs and the similar value, they can check online and choose to join one of them.

Motion SCE18.01-02
MONSU SCE moves to deny the club application form of All Nation Christian Club to become a MONSU register club.

MOVED: Xinyu Yan SECONDED: Ziqi Han
CARRIED

Ziqi indicates that there are seven Christian clubs on campus.

Amie indicates that the seven clubs are all Christian background. Students can check online and choose to join one of them. Too little members for one club.

Ka Ho CCCM for previous years.

Lyn mentions that the inactive records from the previous years. We have due care of keeping the clubs running well. For the club activeness, we can know from the membership numbers. From the MONSU account, we will know if it is active. The rewards card program is good for them to get new members, students can get the first club fee $5 off with rewards card.

7. PAPERS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATION

7.1 Minutes of the previous meeting

8. DATE OF NEXT MEETING

Next meeting is to be held on 22nd February 2018 at 11:30 am, Level 2 Meeting Room, S Building, Monash University (Caulfield Campus)

Meeting closes at 12.58pm